
THE FIRST
SMART
CONTRACT
BASED ON
TRADING



TTC company is brand
new investment
platform in field of
cryptocurrency 
unlike any other companies;
TTCtradecrypto.com
offers Smart-contract  based on
TRADING on international market;
 for first time in the world



Trust The
TECHNOLOGY 
Thanks to advancement of
technology; now we have this chance
to use the newest and most trust-
able technologies like blockchain and
smart-contract  to give our clients the
opportunity to create the  network of
their own clients regardless their
personal investment in a safe and
perceptible investment environment.

before starting toknow about
our plans you must have
some basic information
about the systems basic
strengths 

TTCtradecrypto.com offers
simple; Amazing and
affordable opportunities to
increase your wealth by
monetizing the volatility of
this market place.
our strong investment
portfolio is able to provides
your return on your
investment every calendar
day
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Blockchain 
 in real-time
blockchain is a system of
recording in the way that makes
it impossible to change, hack or
cheat the system. a blockchain
is essentially a decentralized
ledger of translation that is
duplicated and distributed
across the entire network of
computer system on the
blockchain.



Smart contract
Smart contracts are simply programs stored on a blockchain that

run when predetermined conditions are met. they are usually used

to ensure the implementation of an agreement, therefore,  all

participants can be immediately certain of the outcome, without

any intermediary's investment or time loss.

smart contracts do not need brokers or other intermediaries to

conform the agreement, thus, they eliminate the risk  of 

 manipulation by third parties.



Forex 
Foreign Exchange
market
forex is a global decentralized or over-the-counter
(OTC)  for the trading of currencies, this market
determines foreign exchanges rates for every
currency.

1 2this includes all
aspect of buying,
selling and
exchanging
currencies at
current or
determined prices.

foreign exchange is the
process of changing one
currency into another
currency for a variety of
reasons usually for
commerce, trading or
tourism.



Trading

trade increase competition and
lowers world prices, which binds
benefits to consumers by raising
the purchasing power of their
own income.

trade also breaks
down domestic
monopolies which
face competition
from more efficient
foreign firms.

in financial markets, trading refers to
buying and selling of  securities such
as the purchase of stock on the floor
of the new York stock exchange.
(NYSE)



we also have 6
individual plans for

each investors that 
invest at least 100$
on TTCtradecrypto

smart contract

300$
open 20
levels of
uni level 

200$
open10
levels of
uni level 

100$
open 5 levels of 

uni level 

500$
open 30 levels of

uni level 

2000$
opens investors

pool

TTCtradecrypto
 

All system 
inputs and

outputs
 are done by

 Tether(TRC20)



Any packages in which investors
purchases are being divided into 2 equal
parts.

50% of total investing income, directly
goes to trading platform and gives the
investors minimum of 8% profit
monthly.

the maximum income of this plan is
400% of the investment on trading
plan.

TRADING PLANS
Total investment on

TTCtradecrypto.com

50% goes
on network
 uni-level &

rank 

50% goes on
trading

platform
up to 400% 



1000$

3000$

5000$

10000$

30000$

80000$

150000$

500000$

500$

1000$

2000$

3000$

12000$

30000$

50000$

200000$

total
network
income

74% directly goes to uni
level and it's divided as

follows

15% directly goes to rank bonus
condition to take rank reward is

balance in 4 branches

If you reach rank 1
the balance of your

account will stay
remain to help you
reach other ranks.

you could always
see the total invest
in each branch on
your dashboard

5.5% of the total
incomes goes to

system builders of
TTCtradecrypto.COM

for

level

instant

sattelement

1 &2
3 to10

11 to 20
21 to 30

10%

3%

2%

1%

balance in each

hand Reward



Rewards plans

there are 3
more reward
pools for
inverters and
builders:
the income of
these pools
directly
supplies from
trade profits

binary pool

2% of total investment on
trade directly goes to
Binary pool

investors pool

1% of total investment on
trade directly goes to
investors pool

builders pool

0.5% of total investment
on trade directly goes to
network builders pool



Binary pool:

Maximum reward which can be take from this
pool is equal to your share multiplied500.
2% of total investment on trades directly
goes to this pool.

the first two people who signup with your
referral link are known as first line and second
two people who signup with your referral link 
 are known as second line.
each 500$ balance in both lines.
(including their investment and their branches) gives you
a share of binary pool.



investors pool

2000$= 1 share
Every 2000$ personal

investment is a share of
the investors pool.

1% of total investment on trade
directly goes to this pool

Your share of this pool will be permanent
 



Network poolevery network builders 
who could fill two levels

 (20 positions)
 could take rewards from this pool.

first level includes 4 positions 
&

 second level includes 16 position.

After Entering to the pool 
you only need to have

 100$ investment in all your branches
to stay in the pool 


